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pair production that is suppressed due to phase space. The presence of exotic partners of
the bottom is motivated in models aiming to solve the AbFB anomaly measured at LEP
and SLC. Minimal models of this type with partial compositeness predict, as the lightest
bottom partner, a new fermion V of electric charge −4/3, also called mirror. The relevant
coupling for our study is a WV b vertex, which yields a signal that corresponds to a hard
W , a hard b-jet and a forward light jet. We design a search strategy for the leptonic decay
of the W , which avoids the large QCD multijet background and its large uncertainties.
We find that the main backgrounds are W+jets and tt¯, and the key variables to enhance
the signal over them are a hard b-jet and the rapidity of the light jet. We determine the
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1 Introduction
With the discovery of what seems to be the Higgs boson with a mass mh ≈ 126GeV the
ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] collaborations have initiated a long way in the understanding of
the mechanism of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB). For many years, this task has
been organized around the naturalness principle which has been the starting point in the
construction or proposal of most of the EWSB models. Two broad branches of study of
EWSB theories can be identified: weakly coupled and strongly coupled ones. The main
exponent of the former is Supersymmetry (SUSY) whereas for the latter one of the most
interesting is Composite Higgs Models (CHM).
A general feature of both of these Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) theories is the
prediction of anomalous coupling of the Higgs Boson to the other particles of the Standard
Model (SM). However, the 7/8TeV LHC run I has shown no significant deviation from
the SM expectation and results on the couplings of this Higgs-like particle to the other SM
particles seem to prefer the original Higgs mechanism [3, 4]. Unfortunately, the LHC is
not suitable to Higgs couplings precision measurements and in this respect any clue that
could shed light into the mechanism of EWSB is very difficult to achieve [5].
On the other hand, other common prediction in most of these models of EWSB is the
presence of partners of the quarks of the third generation which are lighter than the other
new particles [6–9]. In particular, since the top coupling with the Higgs is order 1, the
top quark partners need to be light to stabilize the Higgs potential and keep naturalness.
For LHC, searches for partners of the third generation of quarks is one of the best ways
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to pursue hints of new physics related to EWSB. In SUSY the top partners are spin 0
particles called stops. After the LHC run I no evidence for stops has been found up to
650GeV putting some tension with natural SUSY [10]. In CHM the top partners are spin
1/2 vector-like fermions. ATLAS and CMS studies have constrained the top partners to
be above 600–700GeV at a 95% confidence level.1
Besides the requirements to stabilize the Higgs potential, there are two ingredients of
many CHM that we want to stress because they are responsible for important properties of
these theories, with a deep impact in the phenomenology. First, to avoid large corrections to
the oblique parameters in these theories, it is usual to consider that the composite sector has
a global symmetry larger than the SM gauge one, containing the custodial symmetry [11].2
The composite resonances furnish complete representations of the extended symmetry of
the composite sector. The choice of the representations of the composite fermions under this
group defines different alternatives for the top partners. Second, the paradigm of partial
compositeness: the masses of the SM fermions arise from mixing with composite fermions,
that in turn couple with the Higgs [19, 20]. Partial compositeness gives an economical
mechanism to naturally obtain the hierarchy in the fermionic spectrum of the SM (although
flavor mixing require some extra ingredients), it also gives rise to a mild separation of scales
in the composite sector. Within partial compositeness, the large top mass requires large
mixing, simultaneously leading to some top partners with masses parametrically smaller
than the composite scale, these are the components of the multiplet that do not mix with
the top before EWSB and are usually called custodians [8, 9, 21]. These states, being
usually the lightest new particles, are the leading candidates to direct searches at colliders.
The discovery signatures of top-like heavy quarks (T ) at LHC have been studied in the
context of CHM’s, for instance, in refs. [22, 23]. Bottom-like (B) and exotic quark of
charge 5/3 (X) have been widely discussed also [24–27], see also [28, 29]. These studies
have motivated many searches that have putted stringent limits on the masses of the top
partners. These searches assume model-independent QCD pair production and the model-
dependent part only modifies the weight of each decay channel. Recently, the authors
of ref. [30] have reassessed these limits for the case of Pseudo Goldstone Boson Higgs,
showing that in some cases one can exclude top partners with masses up to 1.5TeV. For
such masses, single production of exotic quarks, although usually being electroweak (EW)
suppressed, starts being competitive with double production [31]. Almost all these searches
have been restricted to top partners, assuming that the bottom partners are heavier.3
In this work we explore another possibility motivated by the third generation anomalies
in LEP and SLC. One of the largest known tension of a light Higgs with the data is in
1MT2/3 > 687 GeV (bW , tZ and tH decay channels, CMS) [12];
MB
−1/3
> 582 GeV (tW , bZ and bH, CMS) [13];
MX5/3 > 770 GeV (same-sign dilepton, CMS) [14];
MT2/3 > 740 GeV (exclusively bW , ATLAS) [15];
MB
−1/3
> 720 GeV (exclusively tW , same-sign dileptons, ATLAS) [16];
MX5/3 > 670 GeV (same-sign dileptons, ATLAS) [17].
2See [18] for a different approach.
3However refs. [32, 33] have also considered a extended list of partners of third generation quarks in
different representations of SU(2)L×U(1)Y .
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the bottom forward-backward asymmetry (AbFB) at the Z pole in LEP and SLC. For a
light Higgs, the deviation in this observable is about 2.9σ compared with the best global
fit, suggesting a modification of the Zbb¯ coupling. On the other hand, the branching
ratio of Z decaying to a pair bottom anti-bottom (Rb) is in very good agreement with
the SM expectation [34]. Explaining the AbFB deviation without simultaneously spoiling
the agreement for Rb requires in general extra structure [35]. Within the framework of
CHM, the large shift of ZbRb¯R coupling needed to solve this puzzle requires large mixing of
bR, then partial compositeness leads to light bottom partners with masses parametrically
smaller than the composite scale. In this work we study the possibility to produce and
detect the bottom partners at the LHC, within an effective CHM that addresses the bottom
puzzle and can accommodate the mass spectrum of the third generation of quarks [36], see
also [37]. We will consider a minimal realization in terms of a two-site model that allows
to compute the couplings and the spectrum of resonances.4 The model can be extended to
include the Higgs as a Pseudo Goldstone Boson.
In the minimal CHM with custodial symmetry the bottom composite partners include
bottom and top-like resonances, as well as exotic resonances of charge −4/3 (V )5 and −7/3
(S), also called mirrors. Due to the large mixing of bR, the lightest of these resonances
is a custodian V , a partner of bR. V can be produced through QCD pair production or
EW single production. Having charge −4/3, and assuming suppressed mixing with light
generations, it can be single produced only through the vertex WV b with just one decay
channel for the exotic fermion: V → bW−. Thus, as long as the bottom charge is not
measured, the signature for pair and single production is analogue to T if its decays are
exclusively through the bW channel or to a top-like quark of a chiral fourth generation.
Therefore, the limit for pair production of T when it decay exclusively through T → bW ,
applies, being this mV > 740GeV at a 95% confidence level [15].
The present 5σ discovery reach for V through QCD pair production is estimated to be
820GeV for the early 14TeV LHC run II of 100 fb−1 [32]. As the discovery reach of the
LHC for heavy quarks approaches masses around TeV scale, pair production begins to loss
power of discovery against single production due to phase space suppression. The goal of
this work is to design a search strategy that works in the range of masses where the EW
single production of heavy quarks dominates over pair production. This search strategy is
suitable for both: V and T , whether the later decays exclusively to bW , though our study
is motivated by the former. A model of T being the lightest new resonance of the New
Physics sector and being produced and decaying predominantly through V bW vertex is
hard to justify, whereas those properties are guaranteed for V in the model of ref. [36].
As was pointed out in ref. [30] present experimental searches are not sensitive to single
production of third generation partners. This is the case with searches for single production
of a new quark which decays to one b-jet and a W . Although there are many experimental
searches for sequential fourth generation of quarks with this signature, they usually assume
4In ref. [38] the model was extended to explain the value of the top forward-backward asymmetry (AtFB)
measured by CDF and D0 collaboration at Tevatron [39, 40], that also have shown a considerable deviation
from the SM expectation.
5Other common quotation for an exotic particle or mirror of charge −4/3 is χ [35, 41] and Y [32, 33].
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b′ and t′ to be close in mass and lighter than 1TeV, as required by EW precision tests and
perturbativity. Thus, these searches are inclusive on both pair and single production of
either t′ and/or b′. However, in these conditions channels with more multiplicity in W
and/or b-jets are more relevant, and these are the ones the experimental studies have been
concentrated in so far.
Single production jointly with pair production of bottom partners was first studied in
ref. [41], where the authors considered a single value for the coupling and showed their
results for a mass of the exotic fermion of 500GeV. Ref. [33] has also analyzed the allowed
single production cross-sections at the LHC, see also ref. [42] for a chiral V . The region of
the parameter space and the search strategy that we propose in this work is different from
those studies. We will propose a search strategy that relies on main features of the EW
single production of V as a high pT b-jet and a forward light jet. Previous works in this
respect can be found in refs. [23]. We will propose here a new channel with only one tagged
b-jet, one lepton, missing energy and a forward light jet that improves the sensitivity of the
early LHC run II. Contrary to QCD pair production, EW single production of resonances
depends not only on the mass of the resonance, but also on the EW coupling with SM
fields. Thus in a reduced picture, the relevant parameters are the mass and EW coupling
of the resonances. One of the main results of our work is to determine the region in
this parameter space where LHC can discover the bottom partner. We find that our
complementary search strategy extends the 5σ (2σ) discovery reach for V from 820GeV
to roughly 1.7TeV (2.4TeV) for couplings O(g/10). Even so, in the intermediate region
800–1000GeV an enhancement on the sensitivity can be achieved taking advantage of both,
QCD pair and EW single production together. We leave this for future work.
The structure of this work is as follows: in section 2 we briefly describe the effective
model, we show the embedding of the top and bottom partners fields into the global sym-
metry of the new strongly coupled sector and describe the spectrum of the mass eigenstates
and its couplings with the SM. In section 3 we discuss the production mechanism and de-
cays of the V -resonance predicted by the model. In section 4 we describe the kinematical
features of the signal and main backgrounds for the single production of V . Then, we
design a cut-based search strategy for the signal. Finally we show the reach of the search
strategy for the early 14TeV LHC run II and expected limits for 300 and 500 fb−1. We
end with some discussion and conclusions in sections 5 and 6.
2 The model
We give a brief description of the model of ref. [36], where effects from a new strongly
interacting sector can solve the AbFB anomaly of LEP and SLC by shifting the Zbb¯ couplings.
We will focus on the spectrum of bottom partners and their couplings to the SM fields
relevant for single creation of resonances at LHC. For more details on this kind of effective
theories we refer the reader to the original reference and to [20].
We consider a model with two sectors, an elementary one, whose field content is as
in the SM except for the Higgs, and a new sector with strong interactions that lead to
resonances with masses mφcp of order TeV, plus a lighter scalar boson corresponding to
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the Higgs field. We will assume that the interactions between the resonances can be
described by couplings gcp involving vector resonances and ycp corresponding to proto
Yukawa interactions, such that: gSM ≪ gcp ≪ 4π and ycp ∼ 1− 2π.
In the minimal set-up with custodial symmetry the composite sector has a global
symmetry [SU(3)c×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X ]cp, with vector resonances in the adjoint rep-
resentation, and hypercharge realized as Y = T 3R + X. The leading order interactions
involving the vector resonances can be obtained by use of covariant derivative on the com-
posite sector. The Higgs field Σ = (H˜,H) is a bidoublet of the composite symmetry (2,2)0
and it does not couple to U(1)X . A Pseudo Goldstone Boson realization of the Higgs with
dynamical EW symmetry breaking can be obtained by extending the EW symmetry of the
strong sector to SO(5)×U(1)X with a spontaneous breaking of SO(5) to SO(4) [43]. The
strong dynamics of the composite sector also leads to fermionic resonances.
The elementary fermions mix linearly with operators of the strongly coupled sector
realizing the idea of partial compositeness
L ⊃ yLψ¯elLPψOR + yR ¯˜ψelRPψ˜O˜L + h.c. , (2.1)
with OR and O˜L fermionic operators of the strong sector. Since the symmetry of the
composite sector is larger than the SM one, we have introduced projectors Pψ that project
the composite multiplets onto the components with the quantum numbers of the SM fields.
Assuming that the composite operators can create fermionic resonances with masses of
order TeV, at low energies partial compositeness aims to linear mixing with them
L ⊃ ψ¯elL∆PψψcpR + ¯˜ψelR∆˜Pψ˜ψ˜cpL + h.c. , (2.2)
where ∆ and ∆˜ have mass dimension and parameterize the mixing. As we will show
explicitly below, partial compositeness allows to obtain small masses for the light SM
fermions by taking the mixing of at least one of the chiralities to be small compared with
the composite scale.
We will consider just the third generation, assuming that both chiralities of the light
quarks have small mixing and can be neglected in our analysis. If the structure of the
strong sector is rich enough, it is possible to mix the elementary fermions with several
operators in different representations of the composite group, each operator having its own
coupling. In fact, as explained in ref. [36], to solve the bottom puzzle and obtain the masses
of the third generation quarks, a model with two resonances mixing with qelL is preferred,
L ⊃ q¯elL (∆1P1qcp1R+∆2P2qcp2R). Below we specify the quantum numbers of these resonances.
Similar to the fermions, there is mixing between the SM gauge fields and the bosonic
operators of spin one of the strong sector. At low energies it is enough to consider the mixing
with the lightest level of vector resonances created by those operators, with TeV masses
mAcp arising from the strong dynamics. The mixing preserves the diagonal subgroup Gel+cp,
leading to a set of massless fields that correspond to the SM gauge symmetry. Matching
at tree level with the couplings of the SM leads to gSM = gelgcp/
√
g2el + g
2
cp.
Before EWSB there is a set of massless fermions qL, tR and bR, and gauge bosons Aµ,
with the same quantum numbers as in the SM. These states can be obtained by performing
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a rotation between the elementary and composite states [20][
φ
φ∗
]
=
[
cos θφ sin θφ
− sin θφ cos θφ
][
φel
Pφφcp
]
, φ = A,ψL, ψ˜R , (2.3)
tan θA =
gel
gcp
, tan θψ =
∆ψ
mψcp
, tan θψ˜ =
∆ψ˜
mψ˜cp
, (2.4)
with Aµ, ψL and ψ˜R the massless fields and A
∗, ψ∗ and ψ˜∗ the combination of composite
and elementary fields that remains massive, with massMφ∗ = mφcp/ cos θφ. The multiplets
of resonances contain new states that do not mix with the elementary ones before EWSB,
the custodians, that can be defined as P˜φφcp ≡ (1−Pφ)φcp. The mass of the custodians is
suppressed compared with the other components of a multiplet: MP˜φφ = mφcp . In the rest
of this work we will fix the scale Mφ∗ =M to be the same for all the fields. The custodian
mass depends on this scale and on the size of the mixing: MP˜φφ =M cos θφ, thus for those
fields with large mixing the mass of the corresponding custodians will be parametrically
smaller than the composite scale.
After diagonalization of the elementary/composite mixing, the proto Yukawa interac-
tions lead to interactions between the Higgs and the would be massless fermions:
L ⊃ ycp sin θψ sin θψ˜ ψ¯Lhψ˜R . (2.5)
After EWSB these interactions are responsible for the mass of the SM fermions, that are
controlled by the size of the mixing of each chiral fermion.
The quantum numbers of the bottom partners are chosen to induce tree level shifts
in Zbb¯ couplings that can accommodate the experimental results on AbFB and Rb. In the
minimal model we consider resonances qcp2 and b
cp mixing respectively with qelL and b
el
R
qcp2 = (2,3)−5/6 =
[
V ′′cp2 D
′cp
2 U
cp
2
S′cp2 V
′cp
2 D
cp
2
]
, bcp = (1,2)−5/6 =
[
V ′cpb D
cp
b
]
, (2.6)
where (rL, rR)rX denotes the representation for [SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X ]cp.6 V and S are
exotic fermions with Q = −4/3 and −7/3, respectively, primed fermions are custodians.
The mixing term with the elementary fermions explicitly breaks SU(2)R, and requires
projectors PbL and PbR that select the proper components of the multiplets: PbLqcp2 =
(U cp2 , D
cp
2 )
t and PbRbcp = Dcpb . As in eq. (2.5), the proto Yukawa ybcpq¯cp2 Σbcp leads, after
mixing, to the bottom mass. The size of the corrections of the couplings as well as the
bottom mass are controlled by the mixing angles.
Since the set of resonances in qcp2 and b
cp do not allow the generation of the top
mass, extra resonances are needed. We add to our model two new resonances, qcp1 and
tcp, mixing respectively with qelL and t
el
R, the top mass arising from a composite proto
Yukawa ytcpq¯
cp
1 Σt
cp. The large top mass requires large mixing with both chiralities of the
top, inducing dangerous corrections to ZbLb¯L interactions. To protect gbL one can invoke
a PLR symmetry for these resonances [44], demanding that q
cp
1 transforms as (2,2)2/3.
6It is possible to consider larger representations also [36].
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Invariance of the proto Yukawa interaction under the composite symmetry requires tcp to
be a (1,1)2/3 or a (3,1)2/3+(1,3)2/3. We choose the smallest representation for this work:
qcp1 = (2,2)2/3 =
[
U cp1 X
′cp
1
Dcp1 U
′cp
1
]
, tcp = (1,1)2/3 = U
cp
t , (2.7)
with X ′cp1 an exotic resonance with charge 5/3, again primed fermions are custodians. q
el
L
and telR mix with PtLqcp1 = (U cp1 , Dcp1 )t and U cpt , respectively. In this minimal embedding,
the large mixing ∆1 leads to lightX
′
1 and U
′
1 that could be produced at the LHC [22, 24–26].
To study the production and decay of the bottom partners we need the spectrum and
couplings in the mass basis. In the following we will argue which are the lightest states
and we will estimate the size of their EW couplings, however we have checked that our
estimates agree with the full numerical diagonalization. In fact for our scan we have made
several considerations: we have matched the SM gauge couplings as previously explained
and we have varied 1/8 ≤ gel/gcp ≤ 1/5, we have selected points of the parameter space
that solve the bottom puzzle and reproduce the SM spectrum of the third generation and
gauge bosons, we have considered natural Yukawa couplings 1/3 ≤ ycp ≤ 2π, we have
considered a composite scale M ∼ 2− 3TeV. With these constraints we have checked that
it is possible to obtain masses and couplings for the lightest resonance as those shown in
the simulations. The mass matrices necessary for the calculations of the physical masses
and couplings are shown in appendix A in the gauge basis.
Let us first analyze the spectrum of fermions. After EWSB all the fermions with equal
charge are mixed. We will order the heavy fermions in the eigenmass basis according to
increasing masses, ex : there are three exotic states with charge −4/3: {V ′cp2 , V ′′cp2 , V ′cpb },
whereas the mass basis will be {V1, V2, V3}, with mV1 ≤ mV2 ≤ mV3 . To gain some insight
we consider first the situation of no EWSB, in this case there are no mixing between the
V -states and the mass basis coincides with the gauge basis, the masses depending on the
size of the elementary/composite mixing angles. The large δgbR needed to solve the A
b
FB
anomaly suggests that θb should be larger than θ2, leading to V1 = V
′cp
b before EWSB. In
fact, in this case V ′cpb is the lightest bottom partner, providing the motivation for the study
of V production at the LHC. Varying θb we can obtain moderate to large suppression of
mV1 . If θb is large, the small ratio mb/mt requires small θ2 and the masses of V
′cp
2 and V
′′cp
2
are ≃ Mcp + O(θ22), ie: their mass is approximately given by the composite scale. After
EWSB there is mixing between the V -resonances induced by the Higgs, with strength ybcp.
For moderate values of the Yukawa coupling, ybcp ∼ 1, that are favored by the bottom mass,
we have checked that for sizable θb the lightest state has a dominant projection on V
′cp
b .
According to the arguments of the previous paragraph, the other custodians arising
from the bottom sector are expected to be heavier. However, it is important to consider
also the mass of the B-resonances in some detail, because in the case of mB1 < mW +mV1 ,
V1 can decay toWB1 with strength O(ybcp), that can dominate overWb. B1 would decay to
hb, Zb and Wt, leading to a very different signal for V -production. The only B-custodian
of the simplest model is D′cp2 , whose mass is suppressed by cos θ2 ∼ 1 + O(θ22), similar to
V ′cp2 and V
′′cp
2 . Therefore, in the case we are interested in, with θb ≫ θ2, B-resonances are
always heavier than V1, that decays exclusively by V1 →Wb.
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h−
V¯ ′cpb
Dcp2
belL
yb
∆2
h−
V¯ ′cp2
Dcpb
belR
yb
∆b
Figure 1. Charged Higgs interactions involving V-resonances and bottom quark.
Single production of V is driven by the interaction WV b. The size of this interaction
can be computed by diagonalizing all the mixing. To obtain an estimate of its strength
and its parametric dependence, it is simpler to consider the interaction with longitudinal
EW gauge bosons only, that can be computed using the Equivalence Theorem. We have
to consider the charged Yukawa interaction h−V¯ b+h.c. that in the gauge basis arises from
the proto Yukawa between composite fermions and the Higgs:
L ⊃ ybcpq¯cp2 Σbcp+h.c. ⊃ ybcp
[
h−
(
1√
2
V¯ ′cpb D
cp
2 + D¯
cp
b U
cp
2
)
+ h+
(
1√
2
D¯cpb V
′cp
2 + V¯
′cp
b S
′cp
2
)]
.
(2.8)
After diagonalization of the elementary/composite mixing eq. (2.8) leads to interactions
involving the bottom quark. In figure 1 we show the leading order interaction with the
bottom quark expanding in powers of elementary/composite mixing insertions. For the
lightest resonance V1 ≃ V cp
′
b , to leading order in elementary/composite mixing the interac-
tion hV b can be approximated by g1h
−V¯1RbL+h.c. with g1 ≃ ybcp sin θ2 ∼ O(10−1), whereas
for V2 ≃ V cp
′
2 the leading interaction is g˜2h
−V¯2LbR with g˜2 ≃ ybcp sin θb ∼ O(1). Thus, for
θb ≫ θ2, the lightest resonance has a smaller coupling with WL, decaying preferentially
with R-polarization, whereas the next V -resonance has a larger coupling with WL and
decays preferentially with L-polarization.
After EWSB there are corrections to the estimates made before, but the order of
magnitude does not change. We have verified numerically that the order of magnitude
of the mixing required to solve the bottom puzzle are as in the previous paragraph (see
ref. [36] for analytic estimates), resulting in g1 . 0.1 and g˜2 . 1.
From now on we will consider just the lightest V -resonance, we will denote its mass
mV , and its couplings with Wb as gL,R. Moreover, since gR ≫ gL, we will consider the
effect of gR only, neglecting gL. We will restrict gR < 0.065, since larger values are hard to
be obtained satisfying the conditions explained before.
3 Single production and decay of V
The model described in the previous section predicts many new particles and, therefore,
many possible signatures which could be detected at the LHC. Although the model has a
range where the masses and effective couplings could vary, the embedding of the fermions
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predicts that the lightest particle should be an exotic quark V . We study in this section
the production mechanisms for V mirror quark and its dependence on the parameters of
the model.
Being V a colored particle, its coupling to gluons is model independent and V -pair
production dominates in the low mass regime. As the V mass reaches 1TeV and beyond,
the phase space at the LHC at 14TeV suppresses pair production and single V production
has to be taken into consideration. Single production, however, depends on the coupling
in the WV b term which is model dependent. Since the V interaction with Wb is similar
to the top quark in the SM, then it is natural to expect similar diagrams as in single-
top production. In fact, single V production can go through a t-channel, a s-channel or
in associated production with a W (see figure 2). As it can be expected, the t-channel
dominates over the other possibilities. The reason for this is that the t-channel amplitude
has the smallest suppression from the propagator. (Similar reasoning holds for single-
top production.) We have plotted the cross-section for the different single-V production
mechanisms as well as for V -pair production as a function of the mass and the coupling in
figure 3. As it can be seen from the figure, we can expect at least an order of magnitude
more single- than pair- V production for couplings ∼ 0.065 and masses above ∼ 1.4TeV.
Once a single V has been produced, its decay will go through the same vertex to a W
and a b quark, which we assume to be the only decay channel for V . Typical widths for
the V are in the order of 1–100GeV for the 1.3–2.5TeV mass range and couplings in the
0.01–0.06 range. These widths corresponds to a maximum lifetime of 10−24 seconds which
yields a vertex displacement of 3 × 10−16 meters for the typical LHC run II collisions.
In the case the W decays leptonically, and assuming t-channel production, the process
will consist in a hard b-jet, a hard lepton, 6E from the neutrino, a forward light-jet, and a
forward b-jet that comes from the gluon splitting in the proton,
pp→ V b j →W bb j → ℓ 6E b b j.
For a hadronic decayingW the signature would be b b j j j, which would have an irreducible
QCD multijet background. Since the QCD multijet simulation has large uncertainties,
controlling this background requires data-driven methods which are beyond the scope of
this work. For this reason we choose to work with leptonically decaying W at the price of
reducing in about a third the signal cross-section times branching ratio. However, groups
with access to control samples should consider the hadronic channel also.
4 Analysis and search strategy for V-single production
4.1 Signal features and backgrounds
The EW single production of the V quark depends only on the V mass and the left and
right couplings to W. Since gR ≫ gL, we are neglecting effects of gL and the cross-section
scales with the couplings as g2R. This is true also for the QCD NLO correction of the
cross-section. This allow us to use the results of the ref. [45] where the NLO K-factor of
the single production of heavy quarks between 1.3TeV and 2.5TeV range over 1.26–1.49.
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Figure 2. Single-V production diagrams: (a) t-channel, (b) s-channel and (c) WV associated
production. The t-channel diagram dominates because has the smallest suppression from the prop-
agator.
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Figure 3. [color online] Left panel: single-V production cross-sections for the different production
mechanisms with gR = 0.06. Right panel: single- versus pair-V production cross-section as a
function of its mass for different WV b couplings. Since in the model gR ≫ gL, in both figures we
set gL = 0.
This leads to a cross-section of 1–10 fb which yields 100-1000 of single production events
in the first 100 fb−1 of the 14TeV LHC run II.
Being V a very heavy particle it is expected to be produced with low pT . For the same
reason, the W and b from its decay will be boosted and therefore approximately back-to-
back in the laboratory. Therefore, the signal features a high pT (b) and pT (W ). Hence, we
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expect the b-jet to be the highest pT particle and the lepton and missing energy from the
decay of W having high pT . Observe that being the single production a t-channel process
the jet that comes with the V is likely to be produced forward. Notice that this is true even
with W -exchange because it is comparatively massless against the energy of the process.
Let us now characterize the backgrounds. The final state we are looking for is the
same as a single top production with the top decaying leptonically except for the sign
of the charge of the lepton relative to the one of the b-jet, that is not easy to measure.
However, although irreducible, it is not a main background as it will be explained below.
W production associated with light jets, when the W decays leptonically and one of the
high pT light jets is mistagged as a b-jet, is background for this signal also. Despite the
fact that the b-tag has a tiny contamination coming from light jets the cross-section for
W + light jets production is so huge that it becomes the largest background the signal
has. Observe that the event topology of this background is much the same as the one
of the signal. If we are looking for a high pT jet that is mistagged as a b-jet the W will
have high pT in the opposite direction because of the transverse momentum balance. This
leads background events with the same kinematical features that the signal as we discussed
above.
In second place, the other main background is tt¯, when only one of the top quarks
decays leptonically and one bottom is missed. Although top quark pair production has
larger cross-section than single top production, this is fairly not enough to explain why
it is more important. This is so because a high pT (b) is more suppressed in the case of
single top production than in pair production. Single top production is mainly through a
t-channel exchanging a W while tt¯ production is through t-channel exchanging a top and a
s-channel. A particle coming from a t-channel production is more likely to be forward, and
the tendency to this is increased as the mass of the exchanging particle is lower. Therefore,
the b which comes from the decay of the top in the single top production is expected to be
more forward than in the case of pair production, resulting in events with lower pT (b).
QCD multijet backgrounds, even with a mistagged b-jet and one fake lepton, could
be important. The missing energy could come from an energy imbalance from the poor
determination of the jet momentum. The larger is the jet transversal momentum the larger
could be the fake missing energy. At high pT , the measured jet momentum is within a 5%
of the actual momentum of the jet at 1σ [46]. Therefore, to avoid this background we
require the minimum missing energy to be at least a 20% of the minimum momentum of
the b-jet, that will be the highest pT jet. Assuming a normal distribution for the measured
jet momentum, this gives a loose 4σ that leads a QCD multijet contribution of less than
1 event at 100 fb−1 for pT (b) > 600GeV taking into account also the probability of a fake
lepton and the mistagging rate of the b-jet algorithm. This estimate is enough for our
purposes.
Other backgrounds to this signal are W + b and W + bb¯ when one of the bottom is
missed or W + c and W + cc¯ when one c is mistagged. Also, Z + light jets, Z + b and
Z + bb¯ when Z decays to charged leptons, and one of them is missed. We have found all
these backgrounds to be negligible, so that in the following we only show W + light jets
and tt¯ backgrounds.
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Nlep Nb-jet Njet
σ(tt¯) σ(W + jets) σ(S1) σ(S2)
(pb) (pb) (pb) (pb)
1 - - 148 7400 3.4 × 10−3 1.8 × 10−3
1 1 - 57.3 42.1 1.3 × 10−3 0.65 × 10−3
1 1 1 or 2 15.4 18.9 0.84 × 10−3 0.42 × 10−3
Table 1. Single production cross-section for the two signal reference points and main backgrounds
in the one lepton channel, one b-tagged jet and after jet multiplicity cuts.
Throughout this work we have considered a large region of the parameter space of
masses and couplings, with gR ≤ 0.065 and 1.3 TeV ≤ mV ≤ 2.5 TeV, reporting our
results for that set in figure 7. We have chosen two signal benchmark points for the plots,
tables and optimization of the cuts: a reference point 1 of coupling gR = 0.035 and mass
of 1.3TeV and a reference point 2 with gR = 0.046 and mass of 1.8TeV. In the first
row of table 1 we show the total NLO cross-section for the reference points and the main
backgrounds. Although in the single production dominated region we have a statistically
significant number of events for the signal at 100 fb−1, the background are huge and we
have to design cuts to show up the signal over the background fluctuations.
We have simulated signal and background for LHC at 14TeV with MadGraph/MadEvent
5 [47, 48]. We pass them to Pythia 6 [49] for showering and hadronization and to PGS [50]
for detector simulation. The jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm withR = 0.4
provided by PGS. We have used NLO K-factor of ref. [45] for the normalization of the signal
and the ones of ref. [51, 52] for the backgrounds. Before the analysis we apply usual pre-
selection cuts for the LHC. For charge leptons we require pT (ℓ) > 25GeV and η(ℓ) < 2.5.
For reconstructed jets we require pT (j) > 25GeV and η(j) < 4. Finally, we required for
the missing energy 6ET > 25GeV. We used PGS with the original tune, that for b-tagging
in the high pT regime has an efficiency of about 40% and mistagging of 0.5%. Notice as
reference that in ref. [53] the CMS experiment has reported for pT > 500GeV an efficiency
of about 55% and mistagging rates of about 3% for light quarks jets, showing consistency
of our working point. The b-tag algorithm works for jets within η(j) < 2.5 and all b-jets
out of that region are considered as light jets.
We study in first place variables that define the final state as b-jet and jet multiplicities.
After that we discuss kinematical variables that can lead to an enhancement of the signal
over the background.
In figure 4 (a) we show the b-jet multiplicity of the benchmark signal and main back-
grounds. As it was expected, asking for more than one b-jet rejects most of the W + jet
background. The initial b-quark for the signal necessarily comes from a gluon splitting.
Therefore, along with the b quark coming from the decay of the V there is a b quark from
initial state radiation. Thus, although both, the signal process and tt¯ have two b-jets,
notice that the rate of missed second b-jet is higher in the case of the signal because most
of the initial state b-quarks are forward and escape from the b-tagger. However, in the
practice there is a slight difference between asking for exactly one or more than one b-jet.
We choose the former. In table 1 we show the cross-section for benchmark signal and main
backgrounds after select events with exactly one b-tagged jet.
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Figure 4. [color online] (a) b-jet and (b) jet multiplicity for the benchmark signal mV = 1.8TeV
and gR = 0.046 and main backgrounds. The signal for mV = 1.3TeV is similar to 1.8TeV. The jet
multiplicity is shown having already asked for one b-jet.
The second feature we can notice is that the number of reconstructed jets has differ-
ences between the benchmark signal and background as we show in the figure 4 (b) after
we have asked for exactly one b-jet. W + jets background has the most contribution for
low jet multiplicity, that is no jet or 1 jet.7 Therefore, to suppress this background we
require at least 1 jet. On the other hand, tt¯ background events has the highest number of
jets, mostly between 2 and 4 jets, due to the hadronically decaying top. To suppress these
backgrounds we ask for 2 jets at most. In table 1 we show the cross-section for benchmark
signal and main backgrounds after asking for 1 or 2 jets.
As we discussed above, other useful variable is pT (b). This variable is highly efficient
to enhance the signal, as we can see in figure 5 (a). There, we have plotted the main
backgrounds and the two benchmark signals after the previous cuts on b-jet and jet mul-
tiplicities. We can see that the b-jet takes half of the momentum of the V resonance and
pT (b) is peaked around mV /2.
In figure 5 (b) we have plotted the distribution of the rapidity of the leading jet (η(j1))
for the benchmark signal of mV = 1.8TeV and the main background after the previous
multiplicity cuts and after we have applied the cut pT (b) > 500GeV. Only after these
cuts we can notice the accumulation of signal events in the forward region. The reason
for this is as follows: in the case of the signal, the propagator of the W boson in the t-
channel becomes more peaked as the energy of the outgoing particles rise. On other hand,
tt¯ background will be boosted after the cuts and one of the top quarks will be most likely
to be in the central region because of the η restriction on the b-tagger. Therefore, because
of the momentum balance of the event the leading jet will come from the decay product
of the other top and should be mostly central. The same is for W + jet background. If
we asked for a large momentum and central b, it is more likely to find a central leading jet
because of the momentum balance.
Other useful kinematical variable would be the invariant mass of the system (ℓ, ν, b),
M(ℓ, ν, b), for which one needs to reconstruct the four momentum of the neutrino. The
7Notice that we are calling jets only to light jets, so that taking into account the jet that was mistagged
most of the background comes from W + 2 to 3 jets.
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Figure 5. [color online] (a) pT (b) differential cross-section for the two signal reference points and
main backgrounds after b-jet and jet multiplicity cuts. (b) η(j1) distribution for signalmV = 1.8TeV
and gR = 0.046 and main backgrounds after the previous cuts and pT (b) > 500GeV. The signal
for mV = 1.3TeV is similar to 1.8TeV.
invariant mass M(ℓ, ν, b) will be peaked around the mass of the particle V for the signal.
The knowledge of the mass of the W and the transversal momentum of the neutrino allow
us to determine its longitudinal momentum through a quadratic equation. In case the
discriminant is positive there are two real solutions, we will take the one with the smaller
absolute value for the longitudinal momentum. If the discriminant is negative there are
two imaginary solutions. In this case we do not use any of the two solutions but we take
the η of the neutrino as the η of the lepton. This solution becomes a better approximation
for boosted and high invariant mass events. The W + jets background can give large M(ℓ,
ν, b) when the W and the jet which is mistagged are produced back-to-back and with high
pT . In the case of tt¯ production, the main contribution for high invariant masses is when
the b-tagged jet is the one from the hadronically decaying top quark, because if it is from
the leptonically decaying top quark it would reconstruct the mass of the top quark. We
do not use the invariant mass as a cut variable because of the possible large systematic
uncertainties in the determination of the neutrino momentum. The introduction of these
systematic uncertainties requires a careful analysis that is beyond the scope of this work.
However, we will show the invariant mass M(ℓ, ν, b) distribution at various stages along
this work to get an idea of the cuts’ effects on it.
4.2 Cut scanning
We have found that the best final state to find the signal is to ask for 1 lepton, 1 b-jet,
missing energy and 1 or 2 light jets, being the leading one forward. Now we use the
remaining relevant cuts to optimize the search strategy in this final state and to show up
the signal over the background. The optimized cuts will be a set of kinematical cuts that
will depend on the mass of the new resonance. Despite the fact that the significance is
reduced with smaller couplings, the optimized set of cuts will not depend on it because the
signal cross-section scales with the coupling square for gR ≫ gL.
We have generated the signal and main backgrounds as we detailed in the previous
section, but to improve the generation time for the backgrounds we implemented some cuts
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pT (b) 6ET η(j1) σ(tt¯) σ(W + jets) σ(S1) significance
(fb) (fb) (fb) 100 fb−1
300GeV - - 12.79 11.52 0.5 1
500GeV - - 2.47 2.4 0.31 1.4
500GeV 100GeV - 2.17 1.84 0.29 1.42
500GeV 100GeV 2.5 0.05 0.19 0.15 2.72
Table 2. Optimized cuts for the reference point 1 with mV = 1.3TeV and gR = 0.035 at 100 fb
−1.
The 6ET has been taken as at least 20% of the pT (b) to suppress possible QCD background. After
all cuts the backgrounds events are 24 and the signal events 15. An overall cut pT (ℓ) > 100GeV
has been applied.
at the parton level. For the W + jets background we asked for at least one high pT jet of
200GeV (the one that would be mistagged as b-jet). For tt¯, we cannot know a priori which
of the two b-jets will be the missed one, then we cannot ask for at least one high pT b-jet
without losing events. Therefore, we have generated tt¯ with only one leptonically decaying
top with pT (ℓ) > 100GeV. We will show the results of the simulation for the early LHC
run II of 100 fb−1 although we used a generated sample of 1000 fb−1 for backgrounds to
reduce statistical fluctuations.
We have scanned randomly over pT (b), η(j1), 6ET and pT (ℓ) in order to find the best
cuts for both reference points with mV = 1.3 and 1.8TeV. The scan was over the whole
allowed range for these variables. The only restriction arises from the cuts implemented at
the generation level and the requirement that the missing energy cut is at least 20% of the
cut on the b-jet. In the case of pT (b) the best cut will be far beyond the limit of 200GeV of
the generation. In the case of pT (ℓ) we cannot go below 100GeV for the reasons explained
in the previous paragraph, but we do not expect much improvement in that region. To
calculate the significance we assume the signal and background events to follow a Poisson
distribution. The p-value, i.e.: the probability to obtain at least as many signal events as
S with expected background B is:
p =
∞∑
n=S+B
Bne−B
n!
. (4.1)
In tables 2 and 3 we show the optimized cuts for the reference points 1 and 2 respec-
tively. To understand the role of the cuts we show how the signal and backgrounds are
reduced as we apply each cut. An overall cut pT (ℓ) > 100GeV has been applied for the two
reference points. We have not found an increment of the significance for more stringent
cuts on pT (ℓ). As expected, the pT (b) cut strongly reduces the backgrounds. Notice in
table 2 (3) how, even after a strong pre-selection cut in pT (b), the optimal cut still reduces
the backgrounds by a factor of 5 (20) while the signal is slightly reduced. The missing
energy cut gives a tiny enhancement on the significance in both cases but a large QCD
multijet background suppression which we are not showing, as discussed above. To illus-
trate further the effects of the cuts, we show in figure 6 the invariant mass M(ℓ, ν, b) after
the quoted cuts along with the p-value.
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pT (b) 6ET η(j1) σ(tt¯) σ(W + jets) σ(S2) significance
(fb) (fb) (fb) 100 fb−1
300GeV - - 12.79 11.52 0.29 0.59
700GeV - - 0.67 0.62 0.17 1.41
700GeV 150GeV - 0.55 0.42 0.15 1.46
700GeV 150GeV 2.5 0.013 0.047 0.078 2.63
Table 3. Optimized cuts for the reference point 1 with mV = 1.8TeV and gR = 0.046 at 100 fb
−1.
The 6ET has been taken as at least 20% of the pT (b) to suppress possible QCD background. After
all cuts the backgrounds events are 6 and the signal events 8. An overall cut pT (ℓ) > 100GeV has
been applied.
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Figure 6. [color online] Invariant mass M(ℓ, ν, b) after cuts for reference point 2 (mV = 1.8TeV
and gR = 0.046).
The choice of the variables to include in the scan (pT (b), η(j1), 6ET and pT (ℓ)) do not
exhaust all the possibilities. One may choose to include M(ℓ, ν, b) instead of pT (b) since
they are correlated. In this case one can achieve a statistical significance slightly larger.
However, as we discussed above, a realistic treatment of the invariant mass requires taking
into account possible large systematic uncertainties.
The key observable in this kind of single new resonance fermion production searches is
the pT (b) which helps to isolate the signal for a wide range of the parameter space of the
model as we will show in the next section. Because of this we have retained pT (b) as a cut
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variable instead of the more usual HT .
8 However, notice that there is no loss in generality
because having fixed pT (ℓ) > 100GeV and 6ET > pT (b)/5, a pT (b) cut is equivalent to
require HT > 6/5 pT (b) + 100GeV.
Additionally, we have checked that some other typical variables that we could have
included in the scan do not improve the search. For instance, as a heavy particle is created
one can expect the signal to emit radiation of smaller pT than the backgrounds which have
more energy available. However, since we have already asked high pT (b), that it is not the
case. Therefore, the vetoes in the leading and second jets are useless in this case.
4.3 Discovery reach
In this section we will explore the discovery reach of our search strategy. The best search
strategy should depend on the resonance mass mV , however we find that the optimized
cuts for the two reference points described in the previous section are enough to cover a
wide range of masses and couplings for 100 fb−1. We also show how the reach evolves with
more luminosity.
To analyze the discovery reach of our search strategy we apply the optimized cuts
we have found in the previous section for the two reference points to different samples of
the signal varying the mass of the particle. We need to know how the significance of the
signal over the background changes with the coupling WV b. Since the signal cross-section
scales with the coupling, we re-scale the results for each mass to take into account different
couplings.
In the top row of figure 7 we show the significance in the plane mV vs. gR for the
two reference points at 100 fb−1. For the best cut associated to the reference point 1 we
have found that one can claim an evidence for a 2σ discovery for masses up to 2.2TeV for
gR = 0.065. Also, with that cut one can reach couplings as low as about gR = 0.035 for
masses up to a 1.6TeV and 0.03 for 1.3TeV. For the best cut associated to the reference
point 2 the reached mass is increased up to 2.4TeV for gR = 0.065, while the coupling
reach is gR = 0.04 for 1.7TeV. Notice that the background events only depend on the cuts
and these are 24(6) for the best cut of point 1(2). Hence, the number of signal events for
a 2σ discovery is 11(6). This ensures that after applying the cuts the minimum number
events is larger than 5 for all the region of masses and coupling of interest.
The dashed white line in figure 7 is where the cross-section for double and single
production of V are equal. Below the line usual pair production searches could be more
useful although a precise determination requires the comparison of the efficiency of each
search. In any case, the dashed white line provides an estimate of how this search strategy
is complementary to the one for double production. We can see from figure 7 that a
considerable parameter space remains inaccessible between the reach for 100 fb−1 and the
white dashed line. This region can be probed with more luminosity. To see this, we also
show in the figure 7 two magenta solid lines corresponding to the contour lines of 2σ for
300 and 500 fb−1.
8HT = |pT (b)|+ |pT (ℓ)|+ |6ET |.
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Figure 7. [color online] Top row: statistical significance at 100 fb−1 for different parameters mV
and gR of the model for the optimized cuts for reference points 1 (left) and 2 (right). Bottom row:
full statistical and systematic significance at 100 fb−1 for the same reference points, where systematic
uncertainties are modeled as a 20% of the events. Green regions correspond to significance > 2 and
blue regions to significance < 2. Below the dashed white line is the region where the cross-section
for double production of V is larger than the single production. The magenta solid lines are the 2σ
contour lines for 300 and 500 fb−1.
These results justify the choice of the reference point 1 and 2 as benchmark signal
points. As we can see the optimized cut for 1.8TeV are useful to claim a 2σ evidence for
all the range of masses between 1.4 and 2.4TeV when gR = 0.065. But for the region below
1.5-1.6TeV and to probe all the range of coupling for 1.3-1.4TeV, it is necessary a second
set of cuts, i.e. for 1.3TeV.
The second step, after finding an excess over the SM, would be to determine the
properties of the new particle, as: charge, mass, spin. To estimate the quality of the
invariant mass as an approximation for the mass of the new particle after the strong cuts
we have applied, we plotted the invariant mass distribution in figure 8. This shows how two
different signal behave after the same cut. In each row, we can see the effects of the cuts
in the two reference points. We can see that different optimized cuts for each signal are
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Figure 8. [color online] Comparison of the invariant mass M(ℓ, ν, b) for different signals and cuts to
illustrate the possibility to obtain the mass of the particle after the strong cuts. In the first(second)
column we show the invariant mass M(ℓ, ν, b) for the reference point 1(2) after the cut optimized
for that reference and for the other reference point. In plots (a) and (d) we see that, despite the
strong cuts the peak in the signal corresponds to the mass of the particle. In plots (b) and (c) we
see that different designed cuts for different signals are required.
required to see an effect in the invariant mass distribution. Moreover, it is worth noticing
how after the strong cuts there is not an appreciable bias and the events of the signal are
peaked around the mass of the resonance in panels (a) and (d).
5 Discussion
We have presented several results and distributions under the hypothesis of statistical
uncertainties only. We want to consider now the impact of the systematic uncertainties.
We start assuming that we know B in eq. (4.1) within a 20% as usual in new fermion
searches [54, 55]. We include this information as a Gaussian Bayesian prior of media B and
standard deviation 0.2B. In figure 7 we show the full statistical and systematic significance
(bottom row) in the plane gR vs. mV along with the statistical only significance (top row).
With this simplified model for the systematic uncertainties we have found that the overall
reach is little reduced for both reference points. The reason for this is that, because of the
small signal cross-section, the only-statistical scanning chooses final selection cuts with few
background events (see tables 2 and 3). Therefore, the systematic uncertainty of 20% does
not produce an important modification to the total uncertainty. Moreover, in the case of
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Figure 9. [color online] (Left) Mass of the reconstructed jet tagged as a b-jet for the reference
point 2 and tt¯ background. (Right) Number of tracks in the reconstructed jet tagged as a b-jet for
the reference point 2 and tt¯ background. We have taken boosted events with M(ℓ, ν, b) > 1.5TeV
and used anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.6 in order to reconstruct a jet which includes all the decay
products of the hadronically decaying top quark.
reference point 1 the systematic and statistical uncertainties are approximately equal and,
therefore, more luminosity produces little enlargement in the reach, as it can be seen in
the bottom left panel of figure 7. For this case, a new cut scanning including systematic
uncertainties would improve the reach.
The quantitative results of this work depends on the b-tag algorithm for high pT . More
precisely, the results of the scan show that any added variable that suppresses even more
the tt¯ background is in general useless. The reason is that as the main background is W
+ jets the scan chooses to reduce this background even when one can achieve a stronger
suppression in tt¯. In the case that the W + jets can be further suppressed, either because
of a better rejection of light jets by the b-tag algorithm or for other reason, tt¯ will dominate
requiring modifications of the search strategy. In the next paragraph we discuss how to
reduce tt¯ background.
We have already observed that boosted tt¯ background events can be obtained only
when the b-tagged jet is the one from the hadronically decaying top quark. But this means
that the b-jet is likely to be part of a fat-jet that includes all the decays from the top
quark. Then, a top tagger can be used rejecting events when one jet is tagged as a top.
Without going into details we present two simpler jet substructure variables to illustrate the
discriminating power between the signal and the tt¯ background. These variables attempt
to expose the differences in the jet structure of the signal and tt¯ background. We have
found that all the decay products of the hadronically decaying top quark are inside one
fat-jet if we reconstruct jets with anti-kT and R = 0.6 for boosted events with M(ℓ, ν, b)
> 1.5TeV. This is shown in figure 9 (a) where the reconstructed b-tagged jet includes most
of the decay products of the top quark and reconstructs its mass. On the other hand, in
figure 9 (b) we can see that the number of tracks is higher in the case of the tt¯ background
because of the high activity in the fat-jet.
After an eventual discovery of a new fermion resonance, as any other particle, its
properties should be determined. We have already shown how the mass of the particle
could be measured, even after the strong cuts needed to look for a first evidence. The
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determination of the charge of the new particle will be more involved and will depend on
the ability of the LHC to measure the charge of a b-jet. Measuring the sign of the b-jet
charge relative to theW charge it can be established if the new fermion has a charge 2/3 or
−4/3. Notice that the ratios σV¯ /σV ∼ σW+/σW− ∼ 2 because of the proton composition.
Hence, since W+jets is the main background, the lepton charge is not a good variable to
discriminate signal and background.
Finally, the strength of the coupling VWb could be determined with a measurement
of the cross-section as usual. The V-A structure of this coupling could be tested with the
W polarisation. The W polarisation is extracted from the angular distribution between
the lepton and the b-jet in the W rest frame. In the SM top quark, because of the Left
nature of the EW coupling theW Right-handed polarization is absent (only arise at NLO).
Conversely, in our model the coupling is mainly right and the W Left-handed polarization
will be absent. As it can be easily deduced from angular momentum conservation, our
right-handed signal angular distribution of the lepton and the b-jet will be sharply peaked
at zero degrees.
6 Conclusions
We have considered a search for a bottom exotic partner that is complementary to the
ones of top partners at LHC. Composite Higgs models aiming to solve the AbFB anomaly
measured at LEP and SLC generically require the presence of light partners of the bottom
quark, including exotics fermions V of charge −4/3. We have shown an effective theory
with a composite Higgs and resonances where the correction to AbFB is associated with
the prediction of a light V -resonance. We also showed that partial compositeness predicts
mV lighter than the composite scale, similar to the top partners. For masses larger than
∼ 1TeV and couplings of order g/10 the model-independent pair production of the new
particle is suppressed against the EW single production, favoring this signal at LHC. We
have determined the typical size of couplings and masses within naturalness and have
designed a search strategy for discovery over background. We have made an approximate
analysis of the discovery reach of this kind of particles at LHC with 14TeV.
We have found that the best channels to find a signal of single production of this
particle is to ask for one b-tagged jet, one lepton, missing energy and 1 to 2 jets. For this
signal W + jets and tt¯ production are the main backgrounds. We have designed a search
strategy to show up the signal over the background and presented the optimized cuts for
two reference points of the proposed model. The two sets of cuts, although optimized for
two points only, are enough to cover a wide range of masses and couplings for 100 fb−1
and also for higher luminosities. With them we have determined the range of masses and
couplings that can be discovered at the LHC at 14TeV.
We have identified pT (b) and η(j1) as the key kinematical variables which help to
enhance the signal over the tt¯ andW + jet background. We used pT (ℓ) and 6ET to suppress
the QCD background. We have performed a cut-based search strategy on these variables
and found the optimal cuts to enhance the signal over the background. We have found
that in the early LHC run II with 100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, the presence of this
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new particle can be tested up to masses of 2.4TeV with couplings of order g/10. Taking
into account a systematic uncertainty of 20% the reach only drops to 2.3TeV. This reach
covers a large region of the parameter space of a natural theory, aiming to solve the little
hierarchy problem.
We have also found that substructure variables as the track multiplicity and the mass
of the b-tagged jet can be used to discriminate between the signal and tt¯ background.
tt¯ events produce a larger number of tracks than the signal, as well as larger masses for
the reconstructed jets tagged as b-jet. This could be useful in case of improvement of the
b-tagging algorithm in the high pT regime, so that the main background were tt¯ production.
Finally, the fact that the V -resonance only decays through the Wb channel restrict
its search and makes it different for previous studies on T -single production with open
channels Zt and ht. However, the results of this work are also valid for a charge 2/3
resonance, provided it decays dominantly through T →Wb. To distinguish between them
would require a precise determination of the b-charge. In any case, it is worth to remark
that our model predicts Right V couplings which could be differentiated from other models
with Left couplings through W polarisation observables.
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A Fermion mass matrices and couplings
In this appendix we show the mass matrices of the fermions and give a numerical example
to illustrate the expected spectrum and size of couplings. Each multiplet of composite
fermions and gauge bosons has a composite mass mφcp of order TeV generated by the
strong dynamics, ex : m2 and mb are respectively the masses of q
cp
2 and b
cp. Associated to
each fermionic resonance there is also a mass mixing ∆φcp . Finally there are two composite
Yukawa couplings, ytcp and y
b
cp, respectively for the top and bottom masses. We define the
following basis, for up-type fermions T2/3: (t
el, U cp1 , U
′cp
1 , U
cp
t , U
cp
2 ), for down-type fermions
B−1/3: (bel, D
cp
2 , D
′cp
2 , D
cp
b , D
cp
1 ), for V−4/3-type fermions: (V
′cp
2 , V
′′cp
2 , V
′cp
b ), whereas there
is one exotic fermion X5/3 and one S−7/3. The corresponding LR mass matrices are:
MT =


0 −∆1 0 0 −∆2
0 m1 0 y
u
cp
v√
2
0
0 0 m1 y
u
cp
v√
2
0
−∆t yucp v√2 yucp
v√
2
mt 0
0 0 0 0 m2


, (A.1)
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MB =


0 −∆2 0 0 −∆1
0 m2 0
√
2
3
ybcpv 0
0 0 m2
√
1
3
ybcpv 0
−∆d
√
2
3
ybcpv
√
1
3
ybcpv mb 0
0 0 0 0 m1


, (A.2)
mV =


m2 0 −
√
1
3
ybcpv
0 m2 −
√
2
3
ybcpv
−
√
1
3
ybcpv −
√
2
3
ybcpv mb

 , (A.3)
MX = m1 , MS = m2. (A.4)
As an example, we show below the couplings and masses for a point of the parameter
space that solves the AbFB anomaly without spoiling the agreement with Rb, as well as
leading to the proper spectrum of the third generation. The input parameters are: mixing
sin θ1 = 0.61, sin θt = 0.58, sin θ2 = 0.045, sin θb = 0.8, composite scale Mcp = 2TeV,
composite Yukawa couplings ytcp = 3, y
b
cp = 1, gcp/gel = 8. The resulting spectrum is:
mVi = {1.16, 2.00, 2.04}TeV; mS = 2.00TeV; mX = 1.58TeV; (A.5)
mDi = {0.0045, 1.85, 1.98, 2.01, 2.16}TeV; mUi = {0.150, 1.34, 1.84, 2.00, 2.44}TeV .
(A.6)
The couplings WbV¯1 are: gR ≃ 0.04, gL ≃ 2× 10−4.
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